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W H E R E A R E YO U N OW ?
Circle any feelings that apply today

SELF-C ARE

Feeling Good
Appreciated
Loved
Happy
Having Fun
Excited

Notes:

Tired
Bored
Disappointed
Helpless
Scared

Angry
Frustrated
Feeling Sick
Overwhelmed
Anxious

ARE YOU WEARING
YOUR OXYGEN MASK?

❏
❏
❏
❏

How do I determine if I need an oxygen mask?
Quick check-in of your emotional state
Quick check-in of your physical state
Use visual aids such as the Anxiety 5 point scale

Key Terms:
q
q
q
q
q
q

Baseline
Thoughts
Feelings
Anxiety
Fight or Flight Response
Self-Talk
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WHERE ARE
YO U N O W ?

B R E AT H I N G # 1

Alternate Nostril Breathing
Steps

Feeling Good
Appreciated
Loved
Happy
Having Fun
Excited

1.Inhale Left
2.Close and hold
3.Exhale Right
4.Inhale Right
5.Close and hold
6.Exhale Left
REPEAT!

Tired
Bored
Disappointed
Helpless
Scared

B R E AT H I N G # 2
Bastrika
Steps

1.Sit comfortably
2.Close your eyes
3.Hold your fist to your chest
4.Take a big inhale, exhale
5.Inhale and stretch your arms overhead,
open facing forward
6.Exhale forcefully, fists to chest
7.Inhale deeply, arms overhead
8.Exhale forcefully, fists to chest

palm

Angry
Frustrated
Feeling Sick
Overwhelmed
Anxious

REPEAT!

I N S U M M A RY

What:

•
•

We need our oxygen mask before helping others

•

By changing our thoughts (attention and focus) we can change our
emotions

Notes:

At any moment, we can stop and notice how we feel, observe with grace
and love

How:

•
•
•

Choose one self-care exercise
Set up recurring self-check
Take consistent action → “breath”
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ABA is ______________________________________
Behavior is ___________________________________

ABC OF
BEHAVIOR

To decrease behaviors that are _____________________
____________________________________________
To increase behaviors that are

______________

_____________________________
Notes:

WHY MODIFY PROBLEM BEHAVIORS?

qProblem behavior = ____________________________
qModify problem behavior that are __________________
____________________________, NOT to change the
individual characteristics part of a diagnosis
qTo improve the individual’s quality of life
qTo increase & teach “appropriate” behaviors (core skill
deficits)

I T S A B O U T W H AT W E D O N OT S E E
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ANTECEDENT
B E H AV I O R
CONSEQUENCE

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

•

External
Setting Event, Instruction,
Toy, Sound/Light, People
(presence and their behaviors)

•

Internal
Physical/Medical/Psychological
need (hunger, lack of sleep,
pain, anxiety, stress)

Antecedent

Behavior
Observable Action
Response

●
●

Appropriate
Inappropriate

Screaming, doing homework,
putting seat belt on, cooking

Behavior

Consequence
Follows the Behavior

• Increases
• Decreases
the future frequency of the
behavior

Consequence

Alarm clock sounds

Hitting the alarm clock

Alarm clock turns off

Parent said “clean up blocks”

Child screams “no” and refuses
to clean up the blocks

Parent cleans up the blocks

Parent asks child to take out
the trash

Child takes out the trash

Child gets to watch favorite TV
show

Antecedent

Behavior

Child seats at desk
Phone rings
Laud vacuum cleaner sound

Consequence
Teacher says “good job”

Answering the phone
Noises decreases
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It is time for bed and mom asks Johnny
to brush his teeth. She gives him the
toothbrush. Johnny throws the
toothbrush on the floor and runs to his
room. Mom screams “Johnny come over
here!” Mom is exhausted and after
screaming for 5 minutes, she goes to
Johnny’s room and kisses him good night.

SCENARIO #1
•Identify the ABC

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

Behavior
Observable Action
Response

SCENARIO #2

Precedes the Behavior

Follows the Behavior

When Johnny needs to urinate, he wets
his pants/diaper. When he wets his
pants/diaper, his mom changes him in
new clothes & puts a diaper.

•Identify the ABC

Antecedent

Consequence

Behavior
Observable Action
Response

Consequence
Follows the Behavior
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TO CONSIDER. . .

Notes:

❏ Parents/teachers and their
behavior are part of the

____________________

❏ Parents/teachers internal
behaviors can affect

_____________________

RAPPORT BUILDING &
INSTRUCTIONAL CONTROL
q Relationship of
__________________________
__________________________
q __________________________
q Rapport building =

____________________________

_____________________________

I N S U M M A RY

A

B
C

❏

WHY or WHY NOT is the behavior happening?

❏

Behavior is influenced by the environment

❏

Change the environment, change the behavior

❏

Different consequences à behavior likely happening
again in the future

❏

Why to modify problem behaviors?
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Group Activity

Identified Behavior

Date/Location

Antecedent
(Before)

Behavior
(Action)

Consequence
(After)

Internal or External?

Notes:
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Notes:

REINFORCEMENT
& PUNISHMENT

REINFORCEMENT

___________ behavior
Positive (+) Reinforcement
After the behavior occurs, the
individual access what he wants
or wants to do, resulting in the
behavior to happen again in the
future (getting ice cream for
good grades)
Negative (-) Reinforcement
After the behavior, there is the
removal of something the
individual does not want or
does not want to do, resulting
in the behavior to happen again
in the future (wash the dishes
and do not take out the trash)

PUNISHMENT

___________ behavior
Positive (+) Punishment
After the behavior occurs, the
individual is given something he
does not want or does not
want to do, resulting in the
behavior to NOT happen again
in the future (getting a traffic ticket)
Negative (-) Punishment
After the behavior occurs,
there is the removal of
something the individual wants
or wants to do, resulting in the
behavior to NOT happen again
in the future (taking iPad away)

**reinforcement does not mean reward
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REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcement

Reinforcement

+
Wanted

Not wanted

Item, activity, person,
attention, social
praise, wanted
outcome

Chores/homework,
pain/sensory
stimulation, relief
from aversive stimuli

Natural
Reinforcement

Artificial
Reinforcement

Directly related &
follow spontaneously
the behavior

Not a natural
consequence of the
behavior
***purpose

(asking for juice, getting the
juice)

(getting sticker for brushing
teeth)

EXAMPLES OF + REINFORCEMENT

Antecedent

Consequence

Behavior

Teacher says “time to sit
down kids!”

Teacher says “good job” and
gives a sticker
He points to chips, screams
and throws items

Parent asks child to take out
the trash

Mother gives him the chips

Child takes out the trash

EXAMPLES OF - REINFORCEMENT

Antecedent

Behavior
Hitting alarm clock

Parent says “clean up blocks”
Laud vacuum cleaner sound

Consequence
Alarm clock turns off
Parent cleans up the blocks

Child screams and hits mother
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It is time for bed and mom asks Johnny to
brush his teeth. She gives him the
toothbrush. Johnny throws the toothbrush
on the floor and runs to his room. Mom
screams “Johnny come over here!” Mom is
exhausted and after screaming for 5 minutes,
she goes to Johnny’s room and kisses him
good night. Next tine, when asked to brush
teeth, Johnny refuses to brush teeth.

SCENARIO #1
•Identify the ABC
•Identify Type of Consequence

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

Behavior
Observable Action
Response

Consequence
Follows the Behavior

_______ Reinforcement

Mary’s mother is on a phone call for work.
Mary begins to scream louder and louder.
Her mother tells her several times to be
quiet but Mary continues to scream even
louder. Mother is having a difficult time
attending to the phone call and politely
hangs up. She looks at Mary and says “What
do you want, child?” Every time that mom is
on the phone, Mary screams.

SCENARIO #2
•Identify the ABC
•Identify Type of Consequence

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

Behavior
Observable Action
Response

Consequence
Follows the Behavior

_______ Reinforcement
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Group Activity
Questions

Name/Date

What does the child do in his free
time? (sensory activities)
What are his/her preferred things to
eat/drink?
What people does he like to spend
time with or likes their attention?
What are his/her favorite toys/items?
Are there any places he/she likes to go?
What are some activities he/she
enjoys?

Notes:
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EFFECTIVENESS OF REINFORCERS
4 PRINCIPLES
1.
2.
3.
4.

EFFECTIVE
REINFORCERS
=
INCREASING
NEW SKILLS &
APPROPRIATE
BEHAVIORS

D E P R I VAT I O N
I M M E D I AC Y
SIZE
CONTINGENCY

3) SIZE

1 ) D E P R I VAT I O N
The amount of time an individual
has been without the reinforcer.
**Look for body cues

The more worthwhile (effort to
value) the amount of reinforcement,
the more effective the reinforcement.
Establish a “balance” to avoid satiation.

SATIATION (Saturation) is having
had too much of the reinforcer.

2 ) I M M E D I AC Y

4) CONTINGENCY

How soon an individual will receive
the reinforcer.
Careful with FALSE promises.

Reinforcement will be delivered
ONLY after the desired behavior
to increase.

I N S U M M A RY

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Understanding reinforcement = identify which behaviors we might be
increasing
Reinforcement can be used to increase desired behaviors, teach new skills
(brushing teeth, doing homework etc.)
Just because Johnny likes something, is that a REINFORCER?
An item/activity/person is a reinforcer ONLY if, over time, the behavior it
follows, increases
What makes reinforcers effective? DISC
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Group Activity
Reinforcer
Date

Edible
(M&M)

Object/Toy
(Dinosaurs)

Deprivation

Immediacy

Size

Contingency

A)

Johnny is 4-year-old and his favorite treat is M&M. He is working on toilet training.
Sometimes he runs to the toilet on his own and some other times his mother must carry
him while he is crying and kicking. His mother gives him a pack of M&M every time he
urinates in the toilet.

B)

Jane is 3-year-old and she has a favorite purple dinosaur, Dino. Jane carries Dino
everywhere. When her mother is trying to dress her in the morning, Jane runs around the
house with Dino, laughing as her mother is chasing her. Her mother tells her that if she
does not let her put on her clothes, she will take away Dino.
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PUNISHMENT

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Punishment
+
Not wanted

Chores, homework,
activity, unwanted
outcome

Punishment
Wanted

The Board Analyst Certification Board (BACB)
requires Behavior Analysts to use REINFORCEMENT
before PUNISHMENT procedures to ensure:

1.
2.
3.

Item/Toy, activity,
person, attention,
wanted outcome

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

***Use punishment only if reinforcement procedures have
not worked & in combination of the reinforcement of
appropriate/desirable behaviors***

EXAMPLES OF + PUNISHMENT

Antecedent

Behavior

Parent requires child to pick up
blocks & trains

Parent says “clean up blocks”
Being late for work

Consequence

Speeding
Child salivates and spreads
saliva on the table

Child is required to clean up all
tables in the house

EXAMPLES OF – PUNISHMENT

Antecedent

Behavior
Throwing iPad

Mother is playing with siblings
Parent asks child to take out
the trash

Consequence
iPad brakes and can no longer
be used

Johnny screams, throws
items, and hits brother
Child does not receive positive
praise and cannot watch his
favorite TV show
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SCENARIO #1
•Identify the ABC
•Identify Type of Consequence

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

It is time for bed and mom asks Johnny to brush
his teeth. She gives him the toothbrush. Johnny
throws the toothbrush on the floor and runs to
his room. Mom follows Johnny with the
toothbrush and with hand-over-hand help
(prompt) can brush the top part of Johnny’s teeth.
Before going to bed, because of Johnny’s behavior,
mom requires him to fold towels, a task he does
not like to do. In the future, over time, Johnny no
longer throws the toothbrush when asked to
brush teeth.

Behavior
Observable Action
Response

Consequence
Follows the Behavior

_______ Punishment

SCENARIO #2
•Identify the ABC
•Identify Type of Consequence

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

Mary’s mother is on a phone call for work. Mary
begins to scream louder and louder. Her mother
tells her several times to be quiet, but Mary
continues to scream even louder. Mother is having
a difficult time attending to the phone call and
sends Mary in time out to her room until she is
done with the phone call. In the future, over time,
Mary no longer screams when her mother is on
the phone.

Behavior
Observable Action
Response

Consequence
Follows the Behavior

_______ Punishment
17

Notes:

I N S U M M A RY

❏
❏

Understanding punishment = identify which behaviors are
decreasing or not occurring and why
CAUTION - Use Punishment only in combination with
reinforcement of appropriate behaviors and if reinforcement procedures
have not worked.
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Group Activity

Name
Identified Behavior

Date/Location

Antecedent
(Before)

Behavior
(Action)

Consequence
(After)

Reinforcement + Punishment + -

Internal or External?

Notes:
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4 FUNCTIONS

EACH
FUNCTION

ESC APE
W H AT ’ S T H E
FUNCTION?

ATTENTION
ACCESS
SPECIFIC EFFECTIVE
INTERVENTION

SELFSTIMULATORY

ESCAPE

ATTENTION

ACCESS

SELF-STIMULATORY
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ESC APE
It is time for bed and mom asks Johnny to brush
his teeth. She gives him the toothbrush. Johnny
throws the toothbrush on the floor and runs to
his room. Mom screams “Johnny come over
here!” Mom is exhausted and after screaming
for 5 minutes, she goes to Johnny’s room and
kisses him good night. Next time when Johnny
is asked to brush teeth he refuses to brush
them.

SCENARIO #1
•Identify the ABC
•Identify the Function

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

Consequence

Behavior

Follows the Behavior

Observable Action
Response

____________ Function

ANTECEDENT STRATEGIES

CONSEQUENCE STRATEGIES

Modify the environment before the behavior occurs

Modify the environment after the behavior occurs

*specific to the function*

*specific to the function*

q Motivation, establish rapport

q

q Priming & Set Clear Expectations

Escape extinction follow through with the
demand (extinction burst)

q Visual Support/Schedule

q Redirection

q First/Then

q Task reduction

q Ecological Arrangement
q Errorless teaching

Notes:

q Choices
q Behavioral Momentum

q

Teach how to request a break from aversive tasks &
reinforce it (replacement behavior that meets same function)
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ATTENTION
Mary’s mother is on a phone call for work. Mary
begins to scream louder and louder. Her mother
tells her several times to be quiet but Mary
continues to scream even louder. Mother is
having a difficult time attending to the phone call
and politely hangs up. She looks at Mary and says
“What do you want, child?” Every time that
mom is on the phone, Mary screams.

SCENARIO #1
•Identify the ABC
•Identify the Function

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

Consequence

Behavior

Follows the Behavior

Observable Action
Response

____________ Function

ANTECEDENT STRATEGIES

CONSEQUENCE STRATEGIES

Modify the environment before the behavior occurs

Modify the environment after the behavior occurs

*specific to the function*

*specific to the function*

q Establish motivation and rapport
q Priming & Set Clear Expectations

q

Attention extinction (Do not provide
attention ) (extinction burst)

q Visual Support/Schedule

q Planned Ignore

q Ecological Arrangement

q Redirection when “calm” for x time

q Choices
q Errorless Teaching

Notes:

q Non contingent reinforcement (NCR) “catch
them behaving”

q

Teach how to request for attention
appropriately and waiting & reinforce it
(replacement behavior that meets same function)
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ACCESS
Johnny’s mother tells him it is time to put the
iPad away. Johnny starts screaming and
kicking his mother. Johnny’s mother talks to
Johnny trying to convince him. Meanwhile
Johnny is not responding and he continues to
watch the iPad. Next time when Johnny is
asked to put iPad away, he engages in the
same behavior.

SCENARIO #1
•Identify the ABC
•Identify the Function

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

Consequence

Behavior

Follows the Behavior

Observable Action
Response

____________ Function

ANTECEDENT STRATEGIES

CONSEQUENCE STRATEGIES

Modify the environment before the behavior occurs

Modify the environment after the behavior occurs

*specific to the function*

*specific to the function*

q Establish motivation and rapport
q Priming & Set Clear Expectations
q Visual Support/Schedule

q

Access extinction - Do not give access
to the item (extinction burst)

q Redirection when “calm” for x time

q Ecological Arrangement
q Choices
q Errorless Learning

Notes:

q First/then

q

Teach how to request for desired items
appropriately and waiting/accepting “no” &
reinforce it (replacement behavior that meets same
function)
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SELF-STIMULATORY/AUTOMATIC
SCENARIO #1

Liza does not play with toys. When she is
done with her schedule, she goes into her
room and likes to spin pencils for hours until
it is time for dinner. Typically she is left to do
this every day.

•Identify the ABC
•Identify the Function

Antecedent
Precedes the Behavior

Consequence

Behavior

Follows the Behavior

Observable Action
Response

____________ Function

ANTECEDENT STRATEGIES

CONSEQUENCE STRATEGIES

Modify the environment before the behavior occurs

Modify the environment after the behavior occurs

*specific to the function*

*specific to the function*

q Establish motivation and rapport
q Structure the environment with

q

Automatic extinction - Stop the activity

(extinction burst)

additional activities that are stimulating

q Redirect to an appropriate activity that

q Visual Schedule & Choices

produces the same effect as the problem
behavior

q Increase activities that involve exercise,
and sensory motor movement

q Ecological Arrangement

Notes:

q Errorless Learning

q

Teach how to request for the desired
stimulation/sensory need & reinforce it
(replacement behavior that meets same function)
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EXAMPLES ESC APE

Antecedent

Behavior

Alarm clock sounds

Alarm clock turns off
Child screams “NO!” and
refuses to clean up

Parent asks child to put on
shoes

Consequence

Parent cleans up the blocks

Child says “I do not want to”

EXAMPLES ATTENTION

Antecedent

Behavior

Consequence

Greet the friend
Teacher is talking about math
lesson
Peers not playing with Johnny

Teacher calls on student to
speak
Johnny takes pants off at recess

Notes:
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EXAMPLES ACCESS

Antecedent

Behavior

Being hungry

Getting the sandwich
Johnny screams and runs to
the swings

Johnny’s brother is playing with
trains

Consequence

Teacher waits 20 min as
Johnny swings

Johnny says “can I play now?”

EXAMPLES SELF-STIMULATION

Antecedent

Behavior
Johnny scratches & scratches
his legs

Temporary relief of itching
Teacher directs child to
another table due to noise

Recess
Free time

Consequence

Playing guitar & singing

Notes:
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Group Activity

Name
Identified Behavior

Date/Location

Antecedent
(Before)

Behavior
(Action)

Consequence
(After)

Function

Internal or External?

Notes:
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Notes:

I N S U M M A RY

❏

Behaviors have 4 main functions: escape, attention, access, selfstimulatory.

❏

It is important to know the function of behaviors when considering
modifying behaviors; there are specific effective interventions
(antecedent and consequence strategies) based on the function.
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HOW TO MODIFY PROBLEM BEHAVIORS?

EACH
FUNCTION

EXTINCTION

SPECIFIC EFFECTIVE
INTERVENTIONS

ANTECEDENT
STRATEGIES

CONSEQUENCE
STRATEGIES

CAUTION

EXTINCTION

EXTINCTION BURST

q _____________ strategy

Problematic behavior will increase and get “worse” (intensity,
new behaviors) ____________decreasing, getting “better”

q “Changing” what happens
_________ the behavior
q The target behavior is no
longer reinforced (example)
q Each function has a
_______________________
_______________________

MUST:
1. Use extinction WITH antecedent
interventions & teaching appropriate
skills
2. Use with CAUTION for severe
problem behaviors
3. Consult with a professional
before implementing extinction
procedures
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EXTINCTION PROCEDURE BY FUNCTION

ESCAPE

ATTENTION

q Follow Through
q Task Reduction

q Remove attention
q Planned Ignore

A = mother says “brush teeth”
B = child throws items, runs to his room
C = child does not brush his teeth

A = mother sis on the phone
B = child screams louder and louder
C = mother hangs up phone and
reprimands child

C=

C=

ACCESS

SELF-STIMULATORY/AUTOMATIC

q Remove access to item
q Redirection

q Block
q Redirect

A = mother says “no more iPad”
B = child screams and kicks mother
C = child continues to use iPad

A = child unengaged in his free time
B = child spins pencils
C = child keeps spinning pencils

C=

C=
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Group Activity

Name
Identified Behavior

Date/Location

Antecedent
(Before)

Behavior
(Action)

Consequence
(After)

Extinction

Internal or External?

Notes:
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I N S U M M A RY

q

Extinction is the process by which a behavior is no longer being
reinforced

q

Safety needs to be considered before implementing extinction.
Safety first!

q

Extinction leads to Extinction burst

q

Will the problematic behavior be extinguished forever?

q

Will the problematic behavior come back?

q

Consistency, consistency, consistency

CONCLUSION

❏
❏

Self Care & Self Love first and foremost
Honor the relationship building process (trust, safety,
compassion) before teaching/learning process

❏

Why & when to modify behaviors

❏

How to modify behaviors
❏ ABCs of Behavior
❏ Reinforcement & Punishment
❏ Functions
❏ Extinction procedures

❏

Behavior interventions take time, practice and consistency à
children are learning new skills sets

Notes:
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